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Volume 1, Issue 1
ABOLISH SLAVERY THROUGH SOCIALLY CONCSIOUS SHOPPING
Inside find almost 100 stores with products that are fair trade or
ethically made. Your purchase of these products restores victims of
human trafficking, reduces poverty, empowers farmers, women &
children, educates families, and protects people and the planet for a
better world.
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The Ethical Christmas &
Holiday Gift Guide
This holiday season when you purchase gifts for loved ones,
including yourself, consider Ethical Christmas Gifts. By
purchasing fair trade and ethically made products you can
celebrate the season while empowering women, farmers, and
factory workers with income to provide for
“You will be
their families' needs. You will also be
protecting
protecting vulnerable women and children
vulnerable women
and children.”
from exploitation which often leads to
human trafficking or modern day slavery.
In addition, your ethical Christmas gifts will help the recovery
process of those who have been exploited by forced prostitution
or slave labor.
The Ethical Christmas Gift Guide is a reference for you to
shop by cause or traditional shopping category. Each of these
companies represents an effort to protect and restore women,
children, and men from the United States, Asia, Europe, Latin
America, and all over the world. Please join these companies
in providing a better life for all of us across the world. To visit
a store, click their banner graphic, the store’s website will open
up in a new window.

Merry Christmas &
Happy Holidays
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How Shopping Can Stop Slavery
Shopping can stop slavery by eliminating poverty, providing
fair wages, and providing funds for the rescue and restoration
of victims.
Eliminate Poverty
Traffickers prey on the poor. They trick people into thinking
they will have a better life; then lead them into slavery. By
reducing poverty through education and meeting basic needs
there are fewer vulnerable people that become human
trafficking victims. When you buy from organizations that
provide education and resources, you are creating
relationships and programs that benefit the poor and stop
slavery.
Provide Fair Wages
By purchasing fair trade you are ensured that the producers or
harvesters of those goods are being paid fairly, the working
environment is safe, and employees are compensated for all
working hours. Making a decent living wage allows people to
care for their families. Fair trade reduces poverty; protecting
families and individuals from human trafficking.
Rescue Victims
Worldwide there are many organizations rescuing human
trafficking victims. After rescue, individuals receive aftercare
in secured living environments as they heal from their trauma.
Part of the restoration process for many is developing a
profitable skill. Many survivors sew, weave, or design jewelry.
When you buy these products you provide the financial
resources to continue programs, shelters, and rescue for
victims of slavery, as well as a source of income for survivors.
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Shop By Cause
Click name or banner to go to merchant’s website

Human Trafficking
Freedom Stones Through holistic skills development, social
entrepreneurship and a micro-lending strategy, Freedom Stones aims to
transform individuals and entire communities so that they can be free from
extreme poverty, oppression and injustice.

Wonderfully Made Jewelry creates hope for the victims of
sex trafficking by providing sustainable jobs producing high quality
handicrafts and jewelry.
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Delicate Fortress
Creations offers quality
made products by artisans
who are enriching their
livelihood, and pushing their
way out of exploitation and
pain into hope.

International Princess Project advocates for women who
have been forced into commercial sexual exploitation and empowers them
to restore their lives. The PUNJAMMIE project offers these ladies the
opportunity to support themselves with skill and dignity and rebuild hope
for a life of freedom.

TassaTag Raises awareness and prevents child sex tourism

Stop Traffick Fashion

Each purchase from Stop
Traffick Fashion directly helps the survivors and organizations,
rescuing and providing rehabilitation to, survivors.
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The Bajalia Trading Company uses trade, training and
other forms of community development to alleviate poverty, and empowers
low-income people as they work to improve their lives.

The Village Experience offers the customer the ability to
purchase something authentic that gives back to communities in the
developing world. It’s a win-win situation for the buyer and the seller.

Nightlight International

offers intervention to sexually
exploited women and children, to enable them to discover their dignity, and
provides a program of holistic transformation, empowering them to live
and work in their community.
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E-Living’s goal is to promote economic opportunities in communities
vulnerable to human trafficking by creating a positive market vehicle. ELiving’s profits are donated to direct service providers who aid victims of
modern-day slavery.

Other stores combating human trafficking & restoring victims:
Beautiful You
Made By Survivors
Somaly Mam
Foundation
Freedom Store
Free To Shop
Nomie Network
Lotus Jayne

War International
Fair Trade Mission
Daughters of
Cambodia
Hagar Project
Open Hand
Designs
Brilliant Earth

Steadfast Modesty
HMLTY
The Body Shop
Significant Journey
Shoe Revolt
Freeset Bags
Puresa Organics
Ransom Wear

Eliminating Poverty
Delicate Fortress
Creations offers quality
made products by artisans
who are enriching their
livelihood and pushing their
way out of exploitation and
pain into hope.
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Freedom Stones

Through holistic skills development, social
entrepreneurship and a micro-lending strategy, Freedom Stones aims to
transform individuals and entire communities so that they can be free from
extreme poverty, oppression and injustice.

The Village Experience offers the customer the ability to
purchase something authentic that gives back to communities in the
developing world. These products come from women’s cooperatives, microfinancing projects, charities, orphanages, local markets, and many other
outlets. It’s a win-win situation for the buyer and the seller.

The Bajalia Trading Company uses trade, training and
other forms of community development to alleviate poverty, and empowers
low-income people as they work to improve their lives.
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Other stores working to eliminate global poverty:
Beautiful You
Fair Indigo
Nationwares
Nepalese Paper
Baskets of Africa
Tompkins Point Apparel
Serrv
Fair Trade Mission
Eternal Threads

Empowerment
Wonderfully Made Jewelry empowers victims of sex
trafficking by providing sustainable jobs producing high quality
handicrafts and jewelry.

International Princess Project advocates for women who
have been forced into commercial sexual exploitation and empowers them
to restore their lives. The PUNJAMMIE project offers these ladies the
opportunity to support themselves with skill and dignity and rebuild hope
for a life of freedom.
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E-Living’s goal is to promote economic opportunities in communities
vulnerable to human trafficking by creating a positive market vehicle. ELiving’s profits are donated to direct service providers who aid victims of
modern-day slavery.

The Village Experience offers the customer the ability to
purchase something authentic that gives back to communities in the
developing world. These products come from women’s cooperatives, microfinancing projects, charities, orphanages, local markets, and many other
outlets. It’s a win-win situation for the buyer and the seller.

Ethix Merch is the source for American made clothing, products
and custom-printed merchandise, made with respect for people and the
planet. All union made, no sweatshops, empowering workers.
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Mother Tongues

Fair trade t-shirts, aprons, & accessories that
draw on the wisdom within various cultures as they speak to community,
social justice and ecological awareness

Mr. Ellie Pooh - An eco-friendly Fair
Trade company making exotic gifts and paper made
partially out of elephant pooh! Mr. Ellie Pooh boosts
the economy & education of villages in Sri Lanka by
providing jobs for inhabitants and reducing the
elephant/human conflict.
Use code “Stop Slavery” for 20% discount

Choice Organic Teas Fair Trade Certified™ teas directly
support a better life for workers on
estates and plantations committed to
social responsibility, community
development and environmental
stewardship.

Freedom Stones Through holistic skills development, social
entrepreneurship and a micro-lending strategy, Freedom Stones empowers
individuals, and entire communities, with freedom from extreme poverty,
oppression and injustice.
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Additional stores empowering others worldwide:
Raven and Lily

Stop Traffick Fashion

Women & Children
Wonderfully Made Jewelry creates hope for the victims of
sex trafficking by providing sustainable jobs producing high quality
handicrafts and jewelry.

TassaTag Raises awareness and prevents child sex tourism

Mother Tongues – Fair trade t-shirts, aprons, & accessories that
draw on the wisdom within various cultures as they speak to community,
social justice and ecological awareness
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E-Living’s goal is to promote economic opportunities in communities
vulnerable to human trafficking by creating a positive market vehicle. ELiving’s profits are donated to direct service providers who aid victims of
modern-day slavery.

Freedom Stones Through holistic skills development, social
entrepreneurship and a micro-lending strategy, Freedom Stones empowers
individuals, and entire communities, with freedom from extreme poverty,
oppression and injustice.

International Princess Project advocates for women who
have been forced into commercial sexual exploitation and empowers them
to restore their lives. The PUNJAMMIE project offers these ladies the
opportunity to support themselves with skill and dignity and rebuild hope
for a life of freedom.
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The Bajalia Trading Company uses trade, training and
other forms of community development to alleviate poverty, and empowers
low-income people as they work to improve their lives.

HAE Now - HAE Now stands for Humans, Animals & Environment
... NOW! Every business needs to be profitable. HAE Now believes that
ethics and social responsibility should not be forsaken for profits.

The Village Experience offers customers the ability to
purchase something authentic that gives back to communities in the
developing world. These products come from women’s cooperatives, microfinancing projects, charities, orphanages, local markets, and many other
outlets. It’s a win-win situation for the buyer and the seller.
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Choice Organic Teas Fair Trade Certified™ teas directly
support a better life for workers on
estates and plantations committed to
social responsibility, community
development and environmental
stewardship.

Planet One Gifts - Beautiful handcrafted objects d’art, fragrant
toiletries, home decor, gift baskets and lots of special gift ideas created by
Third World artisans, farmers, and small businesses. Your purchase helps
these women have the resources to care for their families.

Other stores furthering the cause of women & children:
Bambootique
31 Bits
War International
The Enterprising
Kitchen
Pocket of Dreams

Beautiful You
Lotus Jayne
Thistle Farms
Handcrafting
Justice
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The Women’s Bean
Project
Toms Shoes

Fair Trade
Beautiful You Unique pieces
of art, each one with its own story.
Your purchases make a difference in
the lives of many people across the
nation.

Freedom Stones Freedom Stones empowers individuals, and
entire communities, with freedom from extreme poverty, oppression and
injustice. Freedom Stones partners with community agencies working with
similar missions to pay artisans a fair wage. Artisans also have access to
education about health, child care, and business models.
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Fair Trade Mission makes a huge difference in the lives of small
farmers and artisans by purchasing fair trade for the home, body, and
holiday.

Choice Organic Teas Fair Trade Certified™ teas directly
support a better life for workers on
estates and plantations committed to
social responsibility, community
development and environmental
stewardship.

Mother Tongues – Fair trade t-shirts, aprons, & accessories that
draw on the wisdom within various cultures as they speak to community,
social justice and ecological awareness.
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Three Stone Steps operates as a social
enterprise, always keeping in mind the "triple
bottom line" of people, planet, and profit. Three
Stone Steps respects the intelligence and loyalty of
customers who know that buying a recycled
messenger bag won’t by itself save the planet or
end poverty, but is a step in the right direction.

HAE Now - HAE Now stands for Humans, Animals & Environment
... NOW! Every business needs to be profitable. HAE Now believes that
ethics and social responsibility should not be forsaken for profits.

Coco – Zen
strives to create the
best chocolate
treats, with
consideration to the
affect chocolate
consumption has on
those who grow the
cocoa and the land
from which it
comes.
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The Village Experience offers customers the ability to
purchase something authentic that gives back to communities in the
developing world. These products come from women’s cooperatives, microfinancing projects, charities, orphanages, local markets, and many other
outlets. It’s a win-win situation for the buyer and the seller.

Mr. Ellie Pooh - An eco-friendly Fair Trade
company making exotic gifts and paper made
partially out of elephant pooh! Mr. Ellie Pooh boosts
the economy & education of villages in Sri Lanka by
providing jobs for inhabitants and reducing the
elephant/human conflict.
Use coupon code “Stop Slavery” for a 20% discount at checkout.

Nectar of Life Fair Trade isn't charity. It is a form of social justice.
By purchasing Fair Trade coffee you are directly supporting a better life
for farming families through fair prices, direct trade, community
development, and environmental stewardship.
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Ten Thousand Villages provides vital, fair income to Third
World people, who would otherwise be unemployed or underemployed, by
marketing their handicrafts and telling their stories in North America. This
income helps pay for food, education, health care and housing.

Planet One Gifts - Beautiful handcrafted objects d’art, fragrant
toiletries, home decor, gift baskets and lots of special gift ideas created by
Third World artisans, farmers, and small businesses. All of the items we
offer are either Fair Trade, organic, environmentally gentle, or all three.

Ethix Merch is the source for American made clothing, products
and custom-printed merchandise, made with respect for people and the
planet. All union made, no sweatshops, empowering workers.
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The Bajalia Trading Company uses trade, training and
other forms of community development to alleviate poverty, and empowers
low-income people as they work to improve their lives.

E-Living’s goal is to promote economic opportunities in communities
vulnerable to human trafficking by creating a positive market vehicle. ELiving’s profits are donated to direct service providers who aid victims of
modern-day slavery.

Other Fair Trade Retail Sites:
Larry’s Beans
Grounds For Change
Originals From Africa
One World Projects
Dean’s Beans
Global Girlfriend
Fair Trade Sports
Equita
Tompkins Point Apparel
Trade For Change
Revive Store
Divine Chocolate
Taraluna
Global Exchange
Green & Black Chocolate
Wear The Earth

Fair Trade Marketplace
Turning Life
Trade As One
Organic Bug
Pangea Organics
Orange Box Jewelry
Greenheart
Good Gifts Naturally
Guayaki
Mercado Global
Marigold Fairtrade Clothing
Indigenous Designs
Zhena’s Gypsy Tea
Two Hands World shop
Women’s Peace Collection
Gifts With Humanity
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Education
TassaTag Raises awareness and prevents child sex tourism

International Princess Project advocates for women who
have been forced into commercial sexual exploitation and empowers them
to restore their lives. The PUNJAMMIE project offers these ladies the
opportunity to support themselves with skill and dignity and rebuild hope
for a life of freedom.

Freedom Stones Freedom Stones empowers individuals, and
entire communities, with freedom from extreme poverty, oppression and
injustice. Freedom Stones partners with community agencies working with
similar missions to pay artisans a fair wage. Artisans also have access to
education about health, child care, and business models.
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Anti Sweatshops
Ethix Merch is the source for American made clothing, products
and custom-printed merchandise, made with respect for people and the
planet. All union made, no sweatshops, empowering workers.

Three Stone Steps operates as
a social enterprise, always keeping in
mind the "triple bottom line" of people,
planet, and profit. Three Stone Steps
respects the intelligence and loyalty of
customers who know that buying a
recycled messenger bag won’t by itself
save the planet or end poverty, but is a
step in the right direction.

Wear The Earth

puts a great deal of
energy into finding companies that practice fair
labor & sweat-shop free philosophies for
sustainable living.

Others advocating against sweatshop labor:
Beautiful You
Naturewear Organics

Justice Clothing
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Environment
Planet One Gifts - Beautiful handcrafted objects d’art,
fragrant toiletries, home decor, gift baskets and lots of special gift ideas
created by Third World artisans, farmers, and small businesses. All of
the items we offer are either Fair Trade, organic, environmentally
gentle, or all three.

Coco – Zen strives to create the best chocolate treats, with
consideration to the affect chocolate consumption has on those who
grow the cocoa and the land from which it comes.
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HAE Now - HAE Now stands for Humans, Animals &
Environment ... NOW! Every business needs to be profitable. HAE
Now believes that ethics and social responsibility should not be
forsaken for profits.

Three Stone Steps operates as
a social enterprise, always keeping in
mind the "triple bottom line" of people,
planet, and profit. Three Stone Steps
respects the intelligence and loyalty of
customers who know that buying a
recycled messenger bag won’t by itself
save the planet or end poverty, but is a
step in the right direction.

Mr. Ellie Pooh - An eco-friendly Fair
Trade company making exotic gifts and paper
made partially out of elephant pooh! Mr. Ellie
Pooh boosts the economy & education of villages
in Sri Lanka by providing jobs for inhabitants and
reducing the elephant/human conflict.
Coupon code “Stop Slavery” for a 20% discount at checkout.
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Ethix Merch is the source for American made clothing,
products and custom-printed merchandise, made with respect for
people and the planet. All union made, no sweatshops, empowering
workers.

The Bajalia Trading Company uses trade, training
and other forms of community development to alleviate poverty, and
empowers low-income people as they work to improve their lives.

Choice Organic Teas Fair Trade Certified™ teas directly
support a better life for workers on
estates and plantations committed to
social responsibility, community
development and environmental
stewardship.

Other environmentally conscious, sustainable, & green merchants:
Ragaboo

Brilliant Earth
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Shop By Category
All merchants meet fair trade or ethically made standards.
Please click the link to visit a merchant’s store.

Accessories
Ten Thousand Villages

HAE Now - Aprons
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Stop Traffick Fashion - Jewelry

Freedom Stones - Jewelry

Wonderfully Made Jewelry

NightLight - Jewelry
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Mother Tongues - Scarves & Socks

The village Experience - Jewelry &
scarves

TassaTags - Bag & Luggage Tags
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E-Living - Bags, Hats, Jewelry, scarves

Delicate Fortress Creations
Jewelry, scarves, Purses, Tote bags

Three Stone Steps - Bags

Find more ethically made accessories at these stores:
Freedom Store
Lotus Jayne

Two Hands Worldshop
Ransom Wear
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Bath & Body
Delicate Fortress Creations

Coco - Zen

International Princess project
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Planet One Gifts

The Village Experience

Additional Merchants:
Peacekeeper Cause-Metics
The Enterprising Kitchen
Pangea Organics

The Body Shop
Thistle Farms
Stop Traffick Fashion
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Cards, Paper,
Stationary
E-Living

Mr. Ellie Pooh
20% Discount
Code: Stop Slavery
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The Village Experience

Delicate Fortress Creations

Nepalese Paper
Fair Trade Mission

Beautiful You
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Clothing
Ethix Merch
Custom Blanks and Embellished

Hae NOW
Baby, Children, women, Men

International Princess project
Women, Punjammies
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Autonomie Project
Baby, Children, Men, & Women

Mother Tongues - Men & Women

Mr Ellie Pooh
Baby

Wear The Earth
Men, Women, Baby &
Children

20% off
Code:
Stop Slavery

Additional Clothing Stores:
Stop Traffick Fashion
Beautiful You
Fair Indigo
HMLTY
Tompkins Point Apparel
Ragaboo T-Shirts

Pocket of Dreams
Revive Store
Marigold Fair Trade
Naturewear Organics
Steadfast Modesty
Justice Clothing
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Educational
Mr Ellie Pooh - Books
20% Discount
Code: Stop Slavery

Food and Drink
Planet One Gifts
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Nectar of Life - Coffee, Tea, & Chocolate

Coco – Zen - Chocolate

Divine chocolate, Green& Black Chocolate

The Village Experience

Chocolate, coffee, spices, tea
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E-Lving - Chocolate, Coffee, Tea

Frontier Natural Coop - Spices & Tea

Choice Organic Teas
Coffee Brands:
Larry’s Beans
Grounds For Change
Dean’s Beans
Tea Distributors:
Beautiful You
Zhena’s Gypsy Tea

Ethix Merch
Coffee
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Holiday
Ten Thousand Villages

International Princess project

Coco – Zen
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E-Lving Gifts, décor, Religious

Choice Organic Teas

Mr. Ellie Pooh

20% off with Stop Slavery Code

Nectar of Life - Gift baskets

Three Stone Steps Global Exchange
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Planet One Gifts

Hae NOW Gift Bags

The Bajalia Trading Company Gifts &
Décor
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Gifts With Humanity

Lotus Jayne

More ethical gifts can be purchase at these online retailers:
Fair Trade Mission
Beautiful You
Global Girlfriend

Taraluna
Serrv
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Home
Ten Thousand Villages

International Princess project

Beautiful You

Decorations, Bedding,
Dining & Kitchen
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Ten23Designs
Home Decor

The Village Experience
Dining, Kitchen, Decor

The Bajalia Trading Company - Decor

Hae NOW Kitchen
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Additional home products can be found at:
Fair Trade Mission
Company C

Indi-B
Nordic Home Interiors

Novelty
Mr. Ellie Pooh
20% Discount
Code: Stop Slavery
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Shoes
TOMS shoes

Autonomie Project

Shoe Revolt

Sporting Goods
Fair Trade Sports
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Disclosure statement
The Ethical Christmas and Holiday Gift Guide was created
by Robin Rossmanith, founder of the website Shop To Stop
Slavery.
Shop to Stop Slavery solicited companies (that met specific
criteria of fair trade and ethically made or sourced) to
advertise in the guide. Robin Rossmanith accepted
advertising fees from merchants listed in the guide or will
receive affiliate commissions when specific links are
clicked. Shop to Stop Slavery is a participant in the
Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate
advertising program designed to provide a means for sites
to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to
amazon.com. Other affiliate organizations that Shop To
Stop Slavery or Robin Rossmanith participates in are
Share A Sale, Commission Junction, and Link Share. Shop
To Stop Slavery accepts cash advertising, sponsorship, paid
insertions or other forms of compensation.
Robin Rossmanith searched out and researched companies
and products that are aligned with the mission of Shop to
Stop Slavery. I will not accept advertising, sponsorship, or
compensation from companies or individuals that violate
the integrity of Shop To Stop Slavery or the Rossmanith
Family.
Compensation received may influence the advertising
content or merchants included in the guide, listed on the
website, or blogged about. That content, advertising space
or post may not always be identified as paid or sponsored
content.
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Learn more about how you can stop slavery
through socially conscious shopping
Visit the blog at www.ShopToStopSlavery.com
Friend us at Facebook.com/ShopToStop
Follow us at Twitter.com/ShopStopSlavery

Sh o p T o St o p Sla v er y
Robin Rossmanith, Founder
Phone 904.838.5339
Robin@ShopToStopSlavery.com
www.ShopToStopSlavery.com
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